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Ever since I fell in love with Enomoto Fumiho I've been restless, squirming nervously, this 
confused me s little I was excited. Because love is a whole newborn feeling for me, in a 
way I didn't think Id would end up breaking or confusing what were in the first place my 
values as well as my feelings, my projects, my outlooks. This conflict within me swelled 
to the point of rendering very reckless. Anybody's mind spins like this when they smile 
and "love! Really? I doubt it. If it was like this anyone in "love" would be a fool, I am no 
exception. In my confusion, I believed about every sham some guys were saying worked 
for love. My friends didn't get why I was walking aimlessly. I sorted out my feelings, com¬ 
posed myself and after this I agreed I had do something. I thought about it, and what 
came to my mind was walking to Rokugou in the Oota district on the Tamagawa riverbed 
when the sun had already left its place for the night and I became aware of not only 
things like the situation on the schoolyard but also in those of hallway as well as in 
those of the classroom. I also become aware of Enomoto Fumiho's face. At that time, I 
was lonely, hopeless, frightening and couldn't be comprehended. But above all, where I am 
now is not with Enomoto Fumiho I am pathetically crying... I was completely foolish. But 
really, the state of things in the current world has unconditionally made a mistake 
somewhere. I am a victim that was moved to tears when I thought about it. I decided 

not to try fighting in this unreasonable world. That was what I had decided 
until I thought I heard Enomoto Fumiho voice on the phone. ...This is bad. I'll 

seriously die from loving Enomoto Fumiho too much. 
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